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The problems that arose
in the early 20th century
and early 21st century,
are very, very serious.

The survival of the
church as we know it is

at stake.
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“Nationally, the ‘woman question’
would continue to occupy the

attention of energetic women until
they secured the right to vote in
1921 with the ratification of the

19th Amendment
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Still, at the dawn of the century,
it was a national question of great
concern and one the brotherhood

could not totally ignore.”

West, Vol. III, p-9
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The feminist movement has
gathered momentum in the last 25
years. The criticism that the Bible
is focused on “males” has resulted

in translations of Scriptures
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surfacing that are considered
“gender-neutral.” Among which is

“Today’s New International
Version.” (copy right- 2001, 2005)
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TNIV

From the preface- “From the
beginning the translators have

been united in their commitment to
the authority and infallibility of the

Bible as God’s word in written
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TNIV

form. Out of this deep conviction,
the Committee has held to certain

goals for the NIV and for the
present revision; that it would
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TNIV

be an accurate translation and one
that would have clarity and literary

quality and so prove suitable for
public and private reading,

teaching, preaching, memorizing
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TNIV

and liturgical use. The Committee
has also sought to preserve a

measure of continuity with the long
tradition of translating the
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TNIV

Scriptures into English.
Among the more programmatic

changes in the TNIV are the
removal and elimination of most
instances of the generic use of

(emp. mine)
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TNIV

masculine nouns and pronouns.
The so-called singular ‘they-their-

them,” which has been gaining
ground among careful writers

(emp. mine)
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TNIV

has been employed to fill in the
vocabulary gap in generic nouns
and pronouns referring to human

beings. Where an individual



TNIV

emphasis is deemed to be
present, ‘anyone’ or ‘everyone’ or
some other equivalent is generally

used as the antecedent
(forerunner) of such pronouns. ”

p-XI



TNIV
In the book The Gender-Neutral
Bible Controversy, by Poythress

and Gruden, published in 2004, the
authors list 100 scholar-

translators who say this is not a
true translation of the Greek and

the rules of translation were
violated in order to appease the

feminist.



EXAMPLE

Heb. 12:7- NIV- “Endure hardship
as discipline; God is treating you

as sons. For what son is not
disciplined by his father.”

TNIV- “…what children are not
disciplined by their parents.”



EXAMPLE

Heb. 12:7- NIV- “Endure hardship as
discipline; God is treating you as sons. For
what son is not disciplined by his father.”

TNIV- “…what children are not disciplined by
their parents.”

The NTIV mistranslates “son” and
“father” which in singular form

does not mean “child” or “parent.”



EXAMPLE

Luke 17:3-NIV- “If your brother sins,
rebuke him, and if he repents,

forgive him.”
TNIV- “If any brother or sister sins

against you, rebuke the offender,
and if they repent, forgive them.”



EXAMPLE

Luke 17:3-NIV- “If you brother sins, rebuke him,
and if he repents, forgive him.”

TNIV- “If any brother or sister sins against you,
rebuke the offender, and if they repent, forgive

them.”

The TNIV inserts “or sister” which
Jesus did not say. (Not a

translation but an application.)



EXAMPLE

Heb. 2:6-NIV- “What is man that you
are mindful of him, the son of man

that you care for him?”
TNIV- “What are mere mortals that

you are mindful of them, and
human beings that you care for

them?”



EXAMPLE
Heb. 2:6-NIV- “What is man that you are mindful of

him, the son of man that you care for him?”
TNIV- “What are mere mortals that you are mindful

of them, and human beings that you care for
them?”

It mistranslates the singular “son” and
obscures the connection with Christ.



TNIV
The authors list 900 singular-

gender-neutral changes that were
made in the TNIV translation.

How important is this? If we believe
in plenary (word for word- 1 Cor. 2:13)

inspiration, it becomes crucial. It is
chipping away at the very

foundation of a God inspired word.



TNIV

We understand that when “man” is
used in a generic sense it means

“mankind.” The Bible is not
shortchanging nor degrading

women when it uses such terms.



TNIV

The New Testament in fact
elevates women and their roles.
The issue here is not women but
accurate, reliable translations.



TNIV
MAIN POINT- “Is it acceptable to
translate only the general idea of a

passage and omit the details of
meaning that are present in the
original Hebrew or Greek test?”

Since 1985 there have been 18 Bible
translations  and revisions that are

using inclusive language.”
Peter Bradley, Light Magazine
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OTHER PROBLEMS

“While the women regarded the
‘women question’ the most

important issue of the day, most
blacks would have agreed with S.
R. Cassius that the race problem
was the ‘paramount issue of the

day’ and that it was a problem only
the church could settle.”
Christian Leader, 3/1903, West, p-9 46



OTHER PROBLEMS

“Has the church of Christ the
courage of her convictions? Have
we a white Christian who will dare
speak out against the evils that are

being done my race?”
R.C. Cassius,

Christian Leader, 9/1901
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PROBLEMS

While the feminist problem in the
church and the nation seems to

have gotten worse in the past one-
hundred years, the problem of

racial equality has definitely
improved. However, we need to

study our history to remember how
bad these things really were.48



SEGREGATION

“After the Civil War, segregation
rapidly became the rule in the

South. There had been little need
for segregation before the war
because about 95 percent of all

blacks were slaves. However, the
small free black population in

prewar South faced segregation49



SEGREGATION

or outright exclusion from schools,
theaters, taverns, and other public

places. After the war, Southern
state legislatures, dominated by

former Confederates, passed laws
known as black codes that

severely limited the rights of
blacks.” Encarta Encyclopedia 50



SEGREGATION

From 1866 to 1875 various civil
rights laws were passed in

Congress that allowed blacks to
vote and hold political office.

However, in 1877 most of these
laws were repealed. “Congress
began to create a segregated

h51



SEGREGATION
society that separated blacks and

whites in almost every  sphere of
life. They passed laws that created

separate schools and separate
public facilities. In addition, the

Supreme Court turned its back on
racial equality. In The Civil Rights
Cases (1883), the court declared

h52



SEGREGATION
that  Congress had no power to

prevent private acts of
discrimination.” IBID

“The Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of separate

railroad cars.” IBID

“After 1900 Southern legislators
carried segregation to extremes.”

IBID
h53



SEGREGATION
“A 1914 Louisiana statute required
separate entrances at circuses for

blacks and whites; a 1915
Oklahoma law segregated
telephone booths; Texas

prohibited integrated boxing
matches; Kentucky not only

required separate schools, but
also provided that no textbookh54



SEGREGATION

issued to a black would ‘ever be
reissued or redistributed to a

white school child’ or vice versa.
Alabama prohibited blacks and
whites from playing checkers

together. Segregation touched the
sacred and the profane.” IBID
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TERRORISM
“The Ku Klux Klan was founded in

the winter of 1865-1866 by a
former Confederate general to

stop both blacks and Northerners
from carrying out their

government and social reforms.
The Klan and other white terrorist

groups directed their violence
against black landowners.” IBIDh56



SEGREGATION

“As the United States entered
World War II (1939-1945), the
South was a fully segregated

society. Every school, restaurant,
hotel, train car, waiting room,

elevator, public bathroom, college,
hospital, cemetery, swimming

pool, drinking fountain, prison, and
h57



SEGREGATION

church was either for whites or
blacks but never for both. In

courtrooms blacks swore on one
Bible and whites on another.
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SEGREGATION

Throughout the first half of the 20th

century, Southerners were born in
segregated hospitals, educated in
segregated schools and buried in

segregated graveyards.” IBID
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OTHER PROBLEMS

“Has the church of Christ the
courage of her convictions? Have
we a white Christian who will dare
speak out against the evils that are

being done my race?”
R.C. Cassius,

Christian Leader, 9/1901
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S. R. Cassius, 1901

“While white Christians pondered
the challenge, Cassius continued

his bold thrusts. He did not
consider any race either inferior or
superior and believed that colors

were the result of climate and
geographic location.

h62



S. R. Cassius, 1901

In the church it was generally
understood that, while men

differed in color and habits. God’s
spirit would so unify us that we
would become spiritually alike;
that we would believe the same

thing, hope the same thing to
h63



S. R. Cassius, 1901

the glory and honor of God; that in
death we would put off this body
and that in the resurrection God
would give us another body like

His own glorious body, so that we
would not only all be alike, in the
likeness of His Son, but we shall

see Him as He is.” GA, 12/1915h64



EXAMPLE, 1907

“E. A. Elam had taken a black
teen-age girl into his home, and
she attended services with the
family at Bellwood, the home
congregation near Lebanon,

h65



EXAMPLE, 1907

Tennessee. He was frequently
away in meetings on Sundays but
the black girl attended services

h66



EXAMPLE, 1907

with Elam’s wife and children.
Winds of discontent soon grew to a

storm. S. E. Harris, one of the
elders, wrote Elam, asking that the

black girl be sent to a nearby

h67



EXAMPLE, 1907

colored congregation so things
could quiet down at Bellwood.

Elam’s indignation rarely reached
such proportions. ‘I have no
patience whatever with that

corrupt and abominable heresy
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EXAMPLE, 1907

that Negroes have no souls,’ he
wrote. ‘I would by all odds rather

have the Negro girl’s hope of
salvation than that of those who
teach such heresy,’ he added.
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EXAMPLE, 1907

The brief encounter was a highly
sensitive point in the southern
mind. Harris was shocked with

Elam’s response, obviously aghast
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EXAMPLE, 1907

that Elam could not understand
their point. ‘The ones that object to

the Negro just do not want their

h71



EXAMPLE, 1907

children associating with her in
the capacity of worshipping God,’

Harris explained. He stated
categorically that he thought it

h72



EXAMPLE, 1907

wrong to bring the young girl to
the church ‘just for the

convenience of your wife,’ when a
third of the members did not want

h73



EXAMPLE, 1907

her. David Lipscomb now sought
to calm the troubled waters at

Bellwood. He had been reared by a
black woman and played with her
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EXAMPLE, 1907

children and always had kindly
feelings toward the blacks. He had

no doubts that Gal. 3:28 teaches
that all Christians are one.
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EXAMPLE, 1907

So when a white girl with one-
eighth Negro blood was once

excluded from a white church in
Fernvale, Tennessee, Lipscomb

had then said
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EXAMPLE, 1907

‘I doubt if one who refuses to
fellowship and encourage and help
one who is a disciple, because he
or she is of another race, can be

saved.’” West, Vol. III, p-13-14

h77
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Foy E. Wallace
1896-1979

G.C. Brewer
1884-1956

N. B, Hardeman
1874-1965
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OTHER PROBLEMS

“ The Prohibition cause was the
third national issue that

challenged the public and , as in
the case of the ‘woman question’

and race relations, members of the
church were also interested. The
Temperance Cause had gained

89



OTHER PROBLEMS
ground in America after the Civil

War. Two organizations helped
promote the question- The

Women’s Christian Temperance
Union, formed in 1874, and the

Anti-Saloon League, established in
1895. By 1900, five out of forty-five

states had prohibition laws.
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OTHER PROBLEMS
By the end of 1917, Congress

passed a Constitutional
Amendment to ban liquor traffic,

which, when submitted to the
states for ratification, was passed

by forty-five out of forty-eight
states. It became law January 16,

1920. West, p-16
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